
COLLECTION OF COMBS   I LOVE MY HAIR ®





«I love my hair» TM hairbrushes have the highest rating 
(5 points) independent of the por-tal irecomend.ru

Received excellent reviews from leading Russian 
beauty bloggers.

I personally especially like working with the «Little Mermaid» 
hairbrush, because with it I can various rituals to improve the hair 
directly during washing hair. The client relaxes from a pleasant 
massage with nylon bristles, and cosmetics work more e�ciently, 
as they hit exactly the target (hair follicle) and are easily distributed 
along the entire length. 

Alexandra Edelberg

Worlds hairdressing champion, winner 
of the Russian hairdressing awards 
(RHDA)in «Hairstyle on long hair» 
category, Ambassador of CHI brand:

Comb «SPIDER», or as we a�ectionately call it a “spider”, is simply 
indispensable in competition when you need to comb long hair 
quickly, and it’s also very convenient to comb mannequins with a 
comb, since hair does not fall out of them, and yes, everyone has 
this comb in our team, so we can safely say “spider” hairbrush - 
the choice of champions.

Dmitry Toptun

Worlds hairdressing champion, judge of 
international competitions, national team 
coach, brand ambassador TOGETHAIR:

«I love my hair» TM hairbrushes are recommended 
for use by world’s hairdressers champions. 

The hairbrush «SPIDER» is a reliable friend of the hairdresser, 
because I can safely work with any hair with it. «SPIDER» helps 
me to stretch hair and create the texture I need, as well the hair 
volume at the roots. This brush is ideal for surface hair coloring 
techniques... In general, the «SPIDER» hair-brush is quite 
multifunction. I recommend it to all hairdressers, and, of course, 
to my clients! It was verified that the «SPIDER» hairbrush, as soon 
as it appears in the house, immediately becomes the favorite 
comb of the whole family. And thanks to di�erent colors and 
sizes - everyone in the house will have their own favorite 
«SPIDER» hairbrush even for dad!

Lev Kravets

A world-famous hairdresser, founder and 
owner of « Lev Kravets hairdressing 
academy», au-thor of the bestseller 
«Yoga for Hairdressers», host of the 
popular YouTube channel «Kravets TV», 
a recognized guru accurate English 
haircuts, Ambassador of the 
«International virtual academy of 
hairdressing GINKO»:

I like Spider combs for their ergonomics, bright colors always 
enhance my mood! And with the «BAR-BARUSSA» hairbrush, 
even the most brutal customers become sweet and obedient. 
The natural base of the comb is very pleasant to the touch, and 
the bristles gently untangle the hair and mas-sage the skin. 

Irina Baranova
 
Top stylist, worlds hairdressing champion , 
creative director of the World Organization of 
Hair-dressers (OMS, Paris), President of the 
Union of Hairdressers of Moscow, coach of 
the Russian na-tional hairdressing team, 
owner of a beauty salons:





SPIDER 
Comb the most tangled, straight or curly, children or 

adults, dry or wet, soft or hard hair with-out tears, 

with an amazing massage e�ect?

No problem, with the «SPIDER» collection of 

«I Love my hair» TM, you can achieve this!

The collection features three hairbrush sizes in six 

bright colors. Each tuft of bristles contains a pair 

of specially selected ultra-flexible nylon bristles 

of di�erent lengths: long bristles helps to untangle 

the hair, short bristles create an additional massage 

e�ect that stimulates blood circulation and promotes 

hair growth. Hairbrushes are great for all hair types, 

including hair extensions. Bright colors delight both 

children and adults, allowing you to collect 

a collection of favorite combs! 

6 COLORS

3 SIZES
1501/1502/1503

1503

1501

1502





SPIDER ECО
Pearl collection hairbrush TM «I love my hair»! 

Thanks to the convenient handle «soft touch» comb 

comfortably fits in any hand (even a child's palm!), 

non-slip, pleasant to the touch. At the tips of all the 

bristles of the hairbrush there are protective balls that 

provide comfortable combing and massage, do not 

injure the hair and scalp. The comb is ideal for working 

with hot blow-dry, for curly, thin and hair exten-sions. 

1501-S

1502-S

6 COLORS

2 SIZES
1501/1502





FOR CHILDREN
Collection for the most exquisite young ladies 

and their parents. 

Say «No» morning whims when creating hairstyles! 

Say «Yes!» to combing dry and wet hair without pain! 

Hairbrush «For a little Princess» - the irreplaceable 

assistant in the struggle with children's tears at 

detangling even the most di�cult of hairstyles 

created by the young lady. Ultra-flexible nylon 

bristles of di�erent lengths provide comfortable 

combing, both dry and wet hair.

Each bristle comb has protective balls that prevent 

irritation of the scalp and give a massage e�ect that 

stimulates the growth of new hair. In addition, 

the bristles are enriched with Argan oil and keratin,

 which provides a painless glide through the hair.

As well with hairbrush «For the little princess» you can 

comb your favorite doll. 

1503

1501

1502

3 SIZES
1501/1502/1503

6 COLORS





BARBARUSSA
A collection for those who value eco-style, for barbers 

and their friends.

The natural wooden base of the «BARBARUSSA» comb is 

pleasant to the touch and fits perfectly into the interior of 

any barbershop. Ultra-flexible nylon bristles of di�erent 

lengths provide comfortable combing of both wet and 

dry hair: long ones help to untangle the hair, short ones 

create an additional massage e�ect, and the protective 

balls on the tips of the bristles do not injure hair and skin.

• for styling in «Pompadour» and «Crop» styles

• for lovers of smooth textures

1904

1903

1901

1 COLOR

3 SIZES
1901/1903/1904





MERMAID
The «Mermaid» hairbrush is specially designed for gentle 
cleansing of the scalp while washing hair, massaging the head 
and easy combing of hair!

Most people are sure that to cleanse your hair it’s enough to choose 
the right shampoo and you don’t even realize that the tips of our 
fingers do the main work when we massage our scalp when washing 
our hair. For the health of hair and skin, it is very important to remove 
ke-ratinized scales, excess sebum, residues of cosmetics and other 
impurities around the hair follicles, as they clog pores, leading to a 
decrease in oxygen supply, and, as a result, to the formation of 
dandru�, hair loss, etc. The «Little Mermaid» hairbrush perfectly copes 
with this task. She has extra-intense bristles: 366 special elastic soft 
nylon bristles provide maximum e�ect by cleansing the skin around 
the hair follicles. The combination of long and short bris-tles creates 
di�erent intensities of complementary influences for maximum deep 
cleansing. The massage e�ect stimulates the tone of the scalp and 
improves blood flow to the hair folli-cles. Also, using the «Little 
Mermaid» hairbrush, it is easy and convenient to distribute your 
favorite hair care products along the entire length of the hair. Feel free 
to use the «Little Mermaid» hairbrush with masks, peeling and scrubs 
for hair and scalp to enhance the e�ect!

2 SIZES

1801/1803

1801

1803

5 COLORS

ОБЫЧНЫЕ
ФОЛЛИКУЛЫ

ОЧИЩЕННЫЕ
ФОЛЛИКУЛЫ





CHILDREN'S  BIBERIC SET

CHILDREN'S  MERMAID SET 

Great idea for a children's gift! Stylists - partners of the «GINKO» Company 

held a big com-petition and chose the best products for children's hair, which 

will perfectly complement your favorite «Spider» comb. The «BIBERICA» kit 

includes organic products from the leading domestic manufacturer of natural 

cosmetics «NATU-RA SIBERICA» (shampoo with chamo-mile extract and 

balm with organic oil of wild-growing mulberry). Shampoo gently cleanses 

and doesn't tangle delicate baby hair, doesn't irritate the skin and doesn't hurt 

the eyes. Soft baby balm for easy combing gently cares for baby hair, 

strengthens, gives them strength and shine. For maximum e�ectiveness, use 

a Spider hairbrush when applying both shampoo and balm. With the help of 

nylon bristles, useful substances are distributed along the entire length of the 

hair; the comb gently massages the scalp and gives joyful emotions to 

mother and baby!

Children's set «The Mermaid Estelle - the most beautiful» from I love my 

hair. In this set, we included the most hit shampoo for children from the 

largest manufacturer of profes-sional hair cosmetics «UNICOSMETIC» - 

«Estelle is the most beautiful» to facilitate combing. The special formula 

of soft shampoo prevents tangling of hair during washing, provides easy 

combing. Thanks to the special healing ingredients, the hair becomes 

soft, shiny and silky. Use the «Mermaid» hairbrush while washing your 

hair! It will help to better clean the skin of the head, make the hair 

washing procedure comfortable and pleasant due to light and soft 

massage. Result: clean, silky hair; gentle care, new hair growth. 



All models of hairbrushes are made in Taiwan by order and under the supervision of «GIN-CO» LLC as part of the «I love my hair» project.

 The product is certified. Product shelf life is not limited.


